MyEROAD
Seeing Machines
Video Integration
Seeing Machines’ Guardian - MyEROAD video
integration now available for connected vehicles.
EROAD has integrated
Seeing Machines’ Guardian
safety technology into
MyEROAD, to provide
operators with a single
interface for managing
video telematics.

THE FULL PICTURE. IN ONE PLACE.
Seeing Machines’ Guardian technology
is world leading and utilises face and eye
tracking algorithms to detect fatigue and
distraction, allowing proactive intervention
before a risky driving incident occurs.
Guardian has seen expanding global
penetration into long haul and heavy
transport fleets. Fleet operators in more
than 26 countries have chosen to install

Guardian in their commercial vehicles, to
protect drivers and their assets.
With 80 per cent of all Heavy Transport
ERUC in NZ being purchased through
EROAD, we have witnessed the growing
adoption of Guardian by this industry.
Until now, detailed video and event
data from Guardian and fleet data and
tracking from EROAD technology was only
available across two separate platforms.

This integration delivers simplicity of
access for customers, allowing users of
both technologies to prioritise actionable
insights from data, visible in one location.
By making it easier to see, users have a
greater ability to understand the risks
associated with their fleet and coach
drivers towards safer and more
sustainable outcomes.

COVERAGE ACROSS AND
ENTIRE FLEET
Tools and technology must be fit for
purpose, especially when mitigating
risks on the road. The primary advantage
for fleets using Guardian is proactive
intervention, before an incident caused by
fatigue or distraction happens.
It is the most advanced safety technology
available for commercial fleets. It is also a
significant investment for a business, and
many fleet managers choose to install it
only in the highest risk vehicles.
Installing it across entire fleets, including
light vehicles, can sometimes be viewed as
a big challenge.
The MyEROAD Seeing Machines Video
Integration allows operators the chance to
choose the right hardware, for the
right vehicle.
Operators looking to embrace video
telematics, and its benefits, can install
EROAD’s Clarity Dashcam across the
remainder of their fleet as an affordable
solution. Regardless of what hardware is
in which vehicle, operators will be able
to view all video events together in their
MyEROAD Replay.

KEY FEATURES
• One platform to access total fleet video and data if generated by
a Guardian camera or EROAD hardware
• Guardian video footage and event data is available to view within MyEROAD Replay
• EROAD Clarity video footage and event data is available within the same screen
• Seamlessly move between vehicles to check video or event triggers, regardless of
whether EROAD Clarity Dashcam or Guardian DMS cameras are installed
• Side-by-side video available if EROAD Clarity and Guardian DMS hardware
exists in a single vehicle
• Simplified, clean, easy, user experience for all fleet insights

SEAMLESS SIDE-BY-SIDE VIDEO
Operators may choose to install EROAD’s
Clarity forward facing dashcam alongside
the driver facing Guardian camera in
cab. Fleet managers will be able to view
footage from the separate cameras
side-by-side in MyEROAD Replay for any
events triggered by either, or both, pieces
of hardware.

• EROAD Clarity Dashcam is a complementary product to allow affordable
adoption of video telematics across whole of fleet
• One platform to allow improved driver coaching and recording utilsing
video footage
• Integration occurs through API key available from Seeing Machines
or distributor and EROAD
• Vehicles fitted with Guardian DMS hardware DO NOT have to be fitted with EROAD
hardware to be visible in MyEROAD

See www.eroad.com.au, or call 1800 437 623 for more information.

